Thank you for purchasing your Fiberbuilt Performance Mat in a 4 foot by 9 foot configuration. Below are the set up instructions.

Step 01
Check your shipment for accuracy. You should have received the following items in your shipment and all are required to assemble your mat.

1) 8 Pieces of Fiberbuilt EPS Pods
2) 1 Piece of Fiberbuilt Grass nominally 4’ x 1’
3) 2 Pieces of Performance Turf
4) 4 pieces of – S-SFCR-C1
5) 4 Pieces of – S-SFCR-E1
6) 2 Pieces of – S-SFCR-E2
7) Black Cable Ties

The part numbers of the rubber frames are embossed in the rubber on the top side. Please check for all of your pieces before you start the assembly process.

Step 02
Lay out your rubber frames per the below diagram
Step 03

Tie your rubber frames together using the black cable ties that were provided. There are three distinct connections please join your frames per the photos below.

1) Edge Connections

2) Center Connections

3) Connections Between Stance and Hitting Areas

Once you have tightened the cable ties and the nubs of the ties are pressed into the cavity flush with the top of the cavity, you can trim away the excess plastic.
Step 04
Insert your EPS Pods into the rubber frames.

To insert EPS Pods into the rubber frames, use the technique illustrated below:

Once your EPS Pods are completely inserted your foundation should look like this:

Step 05
Lay in your Fiberbuilt Grass (if you have a tee please insert it into the panel in the desired location (from underneath) prior to laying down your Fiberbuilt Grass panel.
Step 06: Insert your Fiberbuilt Performance Turf into the two stance areas.

Completion: Once your mat is assembled it should look like this.